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Polychrome raised work was used to ornament clothing and accessories in England from 

the late 16
th

 to mid-17
th

 centuries. Scrolling floral patterns, called rinceau, along with 

fruits, small “beestes” and bugs were popular during the reign of Elizabeth I. 

 Two simple stitches—chain and buttonhole—can be combined for a very flashy 

technique. The “detached and filled” buttonhole stitch is a variation often used in needle 

lace, sometimes called “corded Brussels” stitch. The work begins with tiny chain stitches to outline the areas to 

be filled in with color. Then as you work buttonhole across the first row, you catch the inner part of the chains 

to anchor your buttonhole stitches—they are called “detached” because your needle doesn’t pierce the fabric 

itself. Most of the colored yarn lies over the top of the fabric. You can work the solid areas flat, work them 

detached for loose petals or leaves, or can pad/stuff them to make the motif 3D, hence the name “raised work.” 

For this class, we’ll use cotton muslin as the ground fabric and two strands of DMC 100% cotton floss for the 

embroidery. Most historic pieces were linen or silk fabric with silk thread—and often gold--embroidery. If you 

use lightweight linen or silk for a project, you must back it with another piece of fabric (or fusible interfacing) 

before you begin to embroider. If you plan to include any goldwork, you must use a frame, either scroll-type or 

a slate frame. Do NOT use a hoop! It will damage the ground fabric. 

The kit contains enough DMC cotton embroidery floss to stitch one sample and a size 24 tapestry (blunt) 

needle; you can use a hoop in this class to support your work if you absolutely have to…. 

We’ll start with a small “spot” motif: a strawberry or an acorn. Trace the pattern onto your fabric using a pencil 

or make dots with permanent, bleed-proof marker (Pigma or Sharpie). 

 

1. Using two strands of DMC, work the outline in a fine chain stitch.  

2. Come up in the middle of the third chain stitch to the left of center at the top of the 

strawberry, or turn your acorn upside down and come up in the corresponding area on 

the bottom of the acorn. This is the last time you’ll puncture the fabric until you’re 

done filling in this space (or have to change threads). 

3. Work 4 buttonhole stitches, one in each of the next chain stitches, working to the 

right. Catch the needle only in the inside of the chain stitch; do not pierce the fabric. 

4. Catch the next chain stitch, then take the thread across to the left, and bring the needle up from behind the 

inner part of the chain stitch just below/left of where you started the first row.  

5. Work one buttonhole stitch in each buttonhole stitch of the previous row, being sure to take the needle 

under/behind the filling yarn. As you progress, you’ll increase the number of stitches as the strawberry or acorn 

motif gets wider. For the strawberry, you’ll decrease the number of stitches when the motif gets narrower. 



[Type text] 
 

6. When you’re about ¾ done with the strawberry, you can add a tiny bit of stuffing (you can use cotton, thread 

tails = orts, dyed wool roving, or batting) under the layer of stitches to pad the motif if you want to. Wait until 

you finish the tan part of the acorn to stuff it, just before you work the cap. 

7. Keep working detached buttonhole. On the strawberry, work the final (narrow) row of buttonhole and then 

whip stitch inside of the chain stitches at the bottom of the berry. Sink your needle at the last stitch, and knot 

your thread on the back. Stitch the green crown/stem of the strawberry. 

8. Outline the curved top of the acorn and work the detached buttonhole as you did before. Stuff the tan part of 

the acorn if you want to. The brown cap of the acorn should overlap the tan of the bottom a bit; you can work 

the last row completely detached and add a little filling, or catch the edge of the tan stitching after you’ve 

stuffed the cap to join the two colors together. 

Resources: 

 

Exploring Elizabethan Embroidery by Dorothy Clarke: A fabulous book for the beginner with very helpful stitch 

illustrations. Patterns are inspired by period examples. ISBN 9780473036348  Under $20 used. 

 

Beginners Guide to Stumpwork by Kay Dennis: Mostly modern examples, but fun with clear instructions.    ISBN 

9780855328702  Under $10 used. 

 

Sweet Bags by Jaqui Carey: For the more adventurous stitcher, techniques used on extant accessories. Incredibly detailed 

analysis of various braid stitches and background filling stitches. ISBN 9780952322573 

Elizabethan Stitches by Jaqui Carey: For the more adventurous stitcher, as above. ISBN 0952322587 

The Stumpwork Masterclass by Alison Cole: Mostly post-period and hard to find, but excellent! ISBN 9780994392305 

 

The Complete Book of Stumpwork by Jane Nicholas: Many period motifs and post-period motifs that would pass for 

period, gorgeous patterns and decent instructions. ISBN 9781863513418 

 

Schole-house for the Needle by Richard Shorleyker: The Mason edition (ISBN 9781872665726) is horrendously 

expensive, OOP/used, but most of the good spot and spring motifs are now online…. 

 

http://www.metmuseum.org/toah/hd/broi/hd_broi.htm  READ THIS! History from the Metropolitan Museum, NY. 

Thistle Threads’ excellent stitch diagram for detached buttonhole: 

http://www.thistle-threads.com/teaching/projects/stitchdiagrams/detached_buttonhole_stitch.pdf  

 

Thomas Trevelyon’s Miscellany of 1608 has many embroidery patterns, including florals & knotwork (roughly pp. 400-

450) and men’s “biggins” (pp. 475-494), archived online by the Folger Shakespeare Library: 

http://luna.folger.edu/luna/servlet/detail/FOLGERCM1~6~6~833092~154472:Commonplace-

book;jsessionid=D5D1892B537819288768FC53597E2EA9?trs=22&qvq=q%3Abookreader%3Blc%3ABINDINGS~1~1

%2CFOLGERCM1~6~6&mi=21 

 

The Internet Archive has numerous historic pattern books (search “embroidery design”) such as Andreas Bretschneider’s 

Neues Modelbuch of 1619: https://archive.org/details/andreasbretschne00bret 


